'How to make blended learning in agriculture really work?'
In an international context
As part of the webinar 'How to make blended learning in
agriculture really work?', we would like to collect your challenges,
solutions and tips&tricks regarding the topic. In this way, we can
learn from each other and expand the community of practice.

Other tips area
if you have other tips&tricks that didn't
fit the learning area, you can drop them
here!

practicals to
be done
directly after
online
introduction

Learning Area
Challenge

Confetti area

Share your challenges, possible solutions or other lessons learned.
How? By clicking on the post-its and type your input.

Solution to
the challenge

For all your other ideas, remarks and
comments!

Other lessons
learned

Used to different ways of learning

students willing to
adopt

according to first
speaker, this wat
not a problem

teachers willing to
adopt

share the pilot
experience with
your peers

start with a techsavy pioneer who
likes this challenge

use the affordable SkillEd
tools and platform (optimized
for low-tech circumstances),
info: https://www.skill-ed.org/

Internet
connectivity

Keeping
community
engaged

create a virtual group,
e.g. whatsapp group
and facilitate
engagement there

Digital literacy

Provide digiital
literacy course

One way learning

Create an environent
of discussion and
interactions between
teacher and learners

Curriculum flexibility to
be adapted to the
audience, including
content

use subject options
rather than a fixed
certification program

Localized learning

Use platforms like SkillEd to
easily create/adjust (to)
localized versions (in different
languages etc.) of courses/
modules etc.

create small groups or
buddies who meet or
regularly call each other
during virtual parts od the
learning course

Flexibility to
different learning
approaches

.....

Internet connectivity

Easy way of
learning

students develop
online presentation
skills

Blended Learning need
more technology that
is expensive to
developing country.

Theory and practical
learning for learners
enhancing their
learning

created an app in
store

Stable internet
connect ivity

Use the SkillEd platform
(https://www.skill-ed.org/) and
the SkillEd on/offline Android
app with ingrained modules/
courses etc.

Lack of bundle

Facilitate a space
with good internet for
important sessions

Software used must be
compatible with different
hardwares. Even old ones,
old screen, less memory

keep it simple

Expensive data
costs

Develop an offline tool
or create videos with
low data demand

Participants with
different learning
abilities are taken into
account

Availability of
devices

Making devies
available / provide
digiital literacy course

Youth and women
are more
motivated

connection issues

using small files, low
resolution, and
streaming services for
videos

SkillEd tools,
optimized for lowtech, limited or no
internet circu,stances

Digital literacy, not
every one has
knowledge to use IT
tools

Give enough support in
ICT to have learners
enjoying the
experience

Use easy to manage tools
(native navigation) like the
SkillEd course application
(no ICT skills required)

Too ppor internet
connection

Use offline Android apps with
ingrained training courses, which
can be fully shared offline as well
(via bluetooth, USB SD card). Can
be provided against affordable
prices by SkillEd.

Motivation to
learners

Good to introduce
Action Research into
Blended Learning.

A best way for
engaging both
genders

No laptop/
desktop WiFi, only
4G

Simple and short
videos can work to
limit the use of bundles

Affordable
devices

Since different
approaches are used
the connectivity issue
is minimized

University can offer
flexible site for students
who have problem with
connectivity

Organization should
offer more scholarship

language from the country. Blended
learning is not an approach used in many
countries. Often programs are developed
by foreign consultants; if the approach is
not including first to build capacity of
trainers, English becomes the language
used. Not all learners are fluent in English.

Build capacity of
trainers in the
country

Inclusivity in blended
learning, particularly
with the use of digital
tools

explore different
platforms to fit the
capacity of all learners

Monitor and evaluate.
Do assessment of the
blended learning
approach regularly.

Have localized versions
of your courses/modules
available (through the
SkillEd platform)

Combined on/offline tools, like
Android apps (SkillEd) with
ingrained courses work well to
include difficult to be reached
groups like female producers and
producers in remote areas

Offline system for
areas with
connectivity issue

Use offline learning
alternatives, like the
SkillEd Android app
with ingrained courses

Connecting hub
Leave you virtual business card
behind so that the community of
practice can expand.
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